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Abstract

The inflationary Universe scenario is regarded as a possible

model of cosmology which can solve the fundamentaL probLems of

the standard big bang model: The flatness, horizon and prj-mordial

monopole problems. After reviewing the inflationary cosmology, we

focus our attention on a particularly promising model: The new

inflationary universe scenario based on the Coleman Weinberg

potential among many versions. In the main part of this thesis we

shall clarify the reheati.ng mechani-sm of the nehr inflationary
Universe scenario, which undergoes a gigantic order of

supercooling by the exponential expansion of the Universe at the

tirne tu 1O-34 ".". Precisely speaking hre shall investigate the

Lime development of the phase transition at the inflationary

stage, deriving the evolution eguation of the order parameter and

evaluating the value of the friction term which arises in the

obtained equation. This friction force eventually heats up the

supercooled Universe. The above approach to the inflationary
phase transition is demonstrated in the minimal SU(5) grand

unified model. It is shown that the friction force in this model

is unfortunately too weak so that the order paramete.r travels
many times around the minima of the SU(5) Coleman Weinberg

potential. This would cause unwanted large scale inhomogeneities

of the Universe after the phase transition. Our estimation of.:
friction force may give a1 important criterion for the successful

inflationary scenario in future. Finally we also dj-scuss the

possible thermal effects on the friction.
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E1. fntroduction

The big bang Universe model 11t2t3J, the so called standard

model of cosmology, has been successful to describe the evolution
-tof the Universe from about 10-z sec after "the bang" until today.

Especially this model gives nice explanations of the observed

2.7K cosmic microwave background radiation and the abundances of
the light elements through nucleosynthesis 11 r2r3r4l.

Extending our understanding further back, to earlier time

and higher temperature, reguires knowledge about the fundamental

particles and their interactions at very high energy. The

interplay of the cosmology and the elementary particle physics,

i.e. grand unified'theories (eUrs) t5l, has led to an attractive
picture which can explain the baryon excess in the present

Universe t6l. In the standard baryogenesis scenario the baryon

number non-conserving process together'with the time reversal

non-invariance in GUTs generates the cosmological baryon

asymmetry. Thus we can say that the i.nterface between el'ementary

particle physics and cosmology is norrr a very active area of
research and it will sti.mulate progress of both fields.

The standard model, however, still has fundamental problems

to be solved, i:"- the flatness f.71 and horizon problems [1rB 19),

which cannot be naturally explained within the framework of this
model and appears as unreasonable initial conditions in the early

Un-iverse. The first problem,is that we have to make an extremely
'

unnatural assumption that the initial value of the Hubb1e

constant must be fine-tuned to an extraordinary accuracy to
produce a flat'Universe of which mass density is even now near
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the critical one (the flatness problem). The second is the

horizon problem that the early,Universe is assumed to be highly
homogeneous, in spite of the fact that separated regions were

causally disconnected. ';,'
: Moreover a GUT phase transition which occurs at the time

t n, 10-34 sec, when the temperature of the Universe T'r, 1014 GeVn

causes another difficulty of the overproduction of t'Hooft-
Polyakov monopole t 10l ( prirnordial monopole problem) t 1 1 1121.

This would lead to a catastrophic cosmological conseguence that

the Universe would have collapsed a long time ago due to the

large mass density caused by the monopoles.

The i-nterplay of elementary particle physics and cosmologry

again shed light upon these fundamental problems of the big bang'

cosmology. Guth t13l and Sato t'l4) independently proposed a very

attractive idea called the inflationary Universe scenario which
D

overcomes these problems. In the standard scenario we assume the

adiabatic expansion of the Universe which is the cause of the

difficulties. In the inflationary Universe scenarior orr the

contrary, the time evolution of the Universe becomes drastic.
Namely during the GUT phase transition, the Universe experiences

the large magni.tude of exponential expansion. fn this stage the

energy density is dominated by the vacuum energy which works as

an" cosmological constant. The cosmological term brings about

the exponential expansion. Tn the final stage of the phase

transition the release of latent heat generates a huge amount of

entropy. These huge expansion and entropy production make it
possible to obtain the simultaneous solution of the previously

- 4 
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mentioned fundamental problems of the standard scenario.

However it turned out that the original version of the
inflationary Universe scenario, in which the GUT phase transition
is assumed to be strongly first-order, cannot complete the phase

transition and causes undesirable inhomogeneities of the

Universe. That is, the necessary bubble collisions for the

completion do not efficiently occur due to the rapid expansion of

the Universe and the latent heat will never be thermalized

t15'161. (More detailed explanation is given in subsection 3-1,)
A nevr version of the inflationary Universe scenario was

promptly proposed by Linde I17 118l and Albrecht et al. tlgl which

I^ras free of the main difficulties of the original scenario. The

new scenario is based on the C-oleman-Weinberg (C-W) type symmetry

breaking t2}l in the SU(5) eUt. While the order parameter of the

phase transition, i.e. 24-dimensj-onal adjoint Higgs field, very

slowly rolls down on the almost flat C-W potential (See Fig.4 in
subsection 3-2'), the scale of the Universe grows exponentially.

The phase transition seems 'to be lerminated by particle

Broductions t21l due to a damped oscillation of the Higgs field
around the bottom of the C-W potential

Furthermore the new scenario is the first theory which can

predict the initial spectrum of the density perturbation in the

early Universe t22,231. This brings about the possibility to
solve the one the outstanding problems of the standard
co.smology : The explanation of rich structure of the Universe at
present (starsl galaxies End clusters of the galaxies). However

it was shown that the new inflationary Universe scenario based on

the sU(5) c-w 'potential provides too Iarge magnitude of the
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density fluctuation 122,231, which is a main difficulty of this
scenarro

Moreover there is another problem in the new senario l24r25l
which we shall be concerned with in the main part of this thesis.

As $re shall see in 54, e.g. see Fig.6, the local SU(4) x U(1)

rninima of the C-W potential are more accessj-ble for the order

parameter than the globaI and physical SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)

minima. Thus it is likely that the order parameter settles down

at the undesirable SU(4) x U(t) minima, then subsequent strongly

first-order phase transition to the global SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I)

minima causes the same difficutty as the original inflationary

Universe scenario: incompletion of the phase transition and

resultant inhomogenei-ties of the Unj-verse.

fn order to overcome these difficulties, model building

efforts has been continued, and newer versions of the

inflationary Universe scenario have been proposed tlBl: The

supersymmetric new inflation L261, primordial inflation _ t27 r28l

and chaotic inflation t291301, etc., which are devised to reduce
l

the value of the density perturbation to the desirable amplitude

by a suitable choice of parameters. However each of them suffers

from its specific difficulties and cannot yet be regarded as a

realistic model of inflationary cosmology. It seems that furLher

investigations are necessary for the improvement of these models.

In this thesis we shall consider thermalization mechanism of

Iatent heat in the new inflationary Universe Scenario, and

especially investigate the second probiem of this scenario which

is closely related to the reheatj-ng of the Universe. fn order to

- 6 …



comprehend the process of the inflationary phase transition, we

shall derive the evolution equation of the order parameter of the

phase transition evaluate the value of the friction term

which arises in the obtained equation and characterizes
dissipative processes, i.e. thermalization of Universe [31r33J.

The above approach to the inflationary phase transition was

initiated by Albrecht et aI. t341. However they introduced the

friction term by hand. The present author and Hosoya t3t1, at
first, formulated a systematic method which makes it possible to
calculate the strength of the friction force: from first
principles at finite temperature. Furthermore this method hras

developed to the zero temperature case by Sasaki and Morikawa

132) ( in the de Sitter stage the temperature of the Universe is
effectively zero). They took account of the particle prodictions

due to the time dependence of the Higgs field, which ref-31

ignores

We shaIl evaluate the value of the friction term and

investigate the second problem of the new inflationary Universe

scenario, specif ically taking the min j.maI SU( 5 ) model as a

prototype. We know that this model leads to a too large
magnitude of density perturbation. Nevertheless lre think that
this investigation j-s worthwhile from the following reasons.

First, there is an unreliable point in the estimation of the

density perturbation (seersubsection 3-3)r so the new scenario

should not entirely be abandoned and therefore its elaboration

seems to make sense. Second, the minimal SU(S) model is simplest

and can serve as a good testing ground for the applicatj-on of our

method to more sophisticated models of inflationary Universe.

… 7 -



As we shall see later, the magnitude of the friction term

which arises in the evolution eguation of the order parameter has

an important role to determine whether the new inftationary
Universe scenario works successfully or not t351. If its value

is too large, this scenario suffers from the same problem as the

original one. On the other hand, if it is too smaIl, the order

parameter travels around many mj-nima of C-W potential before it
settles down at some minimum, and this causes the inhomogeneitj-es

an adeguateof the Universe. ,-ff and only if its value lies in
range, the order parameter can properly terminate at the

physically favorable SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minima and this
scenariocanbefreefromtheabovedifficuIty
' Thus it is essential to evaluate the amplitude of the

friction term and understand the aspects of the time evolution of

the Higgs field, which wiII be performed in this thesis

Finally we find that the value of the friction term, which

we calculate in the SU(5) model at T = O, is unfortunately too

small so that the Universe becomes inhomogeneous t33l- However

it is likely that we cannot neglect finite temperature effects to
the friction in the final stage of Lhe phase transitj-on. We will
suggest the possibility of saving the new inflationary Universe

scenario based on the minj-mal SU(5) eUf from the above difficulty
by means of the thermal friction,

This thesis is organized as follows, fn g2 we briefly
review the standard scenario of cosmology and discuss its
fundamental problems. The history of the inflationary cosmology

is surveyed in 53. In 54 we investigate the reheating mechanism

- 8 -



of the nerd inflationary Universe scenario based on the C-W

potential. We evaluate the magnitude of the frj-ction term and

numerically solve the evolution equation of the order parameter

in the minimaf SU(5) model.

discussion.

section 5 is devoted to summar,‐ and

- 9 二



52. Sta.ndard IIot Universe Scenario

2-1 A Brief Review of the Bj-g Bang Cosmology

The big bang model is based on the "Cosmological Princi.ple'l

which is the hypothesis that the Universe is spatially
homogeneous and isotropic. The above hypothesis is supported by

the 2.7K cosmic microwave background radiation and the universal
(Hubble) expansion of the Universe. On the large scaLe (>> 100

Mpc), the Universe can accurately be described by the Robertson-

Walker metric

(2.1)

where k = +1, -1 or 0 for a closed, open or flat Universe,

respectively and R(t) is the cosmic scale factor. For k = +1 the

spatial Universe is finite in extent and can be regarded as the

surface of a sphere of radius R(t) in four-dimensional Euclidean

space. So R(t) can be justly called the "radius of the

Universe". For k = -1 and k = 0 it is lnfinite i-n extent and no

such interpretation is possible, but R(t) stj-lI sets the scale of
the geometry of space

The evolution of the cosmic scale factor R(t) is determined

bv the Friedmann equations

ds2 = dt2 T R(t)2 (1:li:17 + r2(d02 +

= - &c(p + 3p)n

sin20。92)|

H2 + _生 _三
R2

ρＧ師
一３

〓

２ｏ
Ｒ
一
Ｒ

+ k
R2

(2.2)

- 10 -
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G T M32 (|。とrさ 13 1 1:2' 文 1619 GeV.is
the Planck mass). In the derivation
(2.2) and (2.31 t we have chosen that

A = 0 and employed the energy-momentum

the Einstein equati-on. In addition

energy conservation:

艶
`ρ

ll) ||.Pお ず

話1■1)=♀

where p in the enengy

denotes the derivative

H = i./n characterizes

gravitational constant,

density, p is the

with respect to t.

the time evolution

pres,ure and

The Hubble

6f R(t)and

the dot

parameter

c is the

or equivalently

ρ +3H(ρ tt p)=0 (2,5)

Here we note that the eguation of energy conservation can be

derived from the Friedmann eguation. In the standard scenario it

is usually assumed also that the expansion is adiabatic, in which

case

of the Friedmann eguation

the cosmological constant

tensor for ideal fluid in

we have the eguation of

(2。 4)

(2.6)

where s is the entropy density. This assumption is eguivalent to
adopting the energy-momentum tensor for ideal fluid.

According to the big bang model, the Universe has been

expanding and ,gradually cooling from a state with very high

- 11 ‐



temperature and density. The 2.7K background radiation is a

relic of the above hot and dense radiation dominant stage.

Furthermore that picture of the evolution of the Universe

successfully accounts for the abundances of the light elements, D

.Aand 4He, etc. , through primordial nucleosynthesis [1 ,2 r3'r 4] . In

order to determine the evolution of the Universer w€ must specify

an equation of state for the matter. In the asymptotically free

theories, one may neglect interactions among particles in the

lowest order, when the Universe is at high temperature and high

density. ft follows that the eguation of state is to a good

approximation that of an ideal gas of massless partieles.

Provided that the temperature T is not near any mass thresholds,

the values of g t p and s are given by

|111=壬 N(T'T4

|=整
2N(T'13

(2.7)

(2.8)

where N(T)iS tle effective number of oartiC19 Species

N(T)= Nb(T) Nf(T) (2。 9)

Here Ng ( N6 ) denotes the number of f errn j-onic ( bosonic ) spi.n

degrees of freedom which are effectively massless at temperature

T -(e.gr., the photon contributes two units to Np and electrons and

positron four units for Nf). From egs. (2.6) and (2.81, we

obtain

７
一
３

＋
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RT = COnSte (2.10)

where the constant is determined by the total entropy in a volume

specified by the scale factor R(t).

J-E can oe shown that, in the Very early stage of evolution

of the Universe in the standard scena-rio, the Universe litas very

flat and one may neglect the term k/n2 in eq.(2.3). Thus, in

that case, from egs- (2-3) and (2.10) we find that the scale

factor evolves as

RIT'|∝ tlイ 2

and the age of the Universe is given by

t =
1/2L

T2

４５
一
πＮ

Ｌ
衡

(2。 11)

(2.12)

This result‐ ユs reliable Only a, T‐ ≦ To 
～
 Mp′ /N ～ 1018 ceV′ |‐ aia

the density p . 0p n, u$/m ^, 1092 gcm-3. When T > To or p , pp ,

eff,ects of quantum gravity become .important. Furthermore it

should be noted that the thermal eguilibrium in the expanding

Universe is established only at T s 1016 GeV t361.

The hot big bang model seems to provide an accurate
-Aaccounting of the Universe from about 10-+ sec after'the bang'

when the temperature hras about 1 0 MeV, until today. fn order to

eitend our understanding further back to earlier times and higher

temperaturesr w€ need to- know about the fundamental particles

(e.g. guarks and leptons) and their interactions at very high

- 13 _
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energies (e.g. GUT). It seems that the most successful result of

the interplay between elementary particle physics and cosmology

is co.mprehension 'of a mechanlsm of baryogenesis t 6I . The

B(baryon number), C(charge conjugation) and CP(time reversal)

violating interaction in GUTs provides a dynamical explanation

for the predominance of matter over antimatter.

Thermal history of the Universe:based on GUTs is shown in
F'ig.1. At t n,10-35 sec after the big bang, when the temperature

drops downl to T .\, 1014 - 1015 G"v, the first phase transition
occurs in GUTs. For example, in the SU(5) theory, this may be a

transition SU(5) + SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). After the phase

transition decay processes of the superheavy X, Y bosons and

superheavy Higgs bosons lead to the baryon asymmetry generation.

The phase transition which separates weak and electromagnetic

interactions (SU(3) x SU(2) x SU(i) + SU(3) x SU(1)) takes place
awhen the temperature drops down to T .\, 102 GeV. It corresponds

4 n -to t ru 10-10 sec after the big bang. At T tu 102 MeV two phase

transitions occur successively. -'. One is a confining-deconfining

transition of QCD. The other is a phase transition with breaking

of chiral symmetry. However we do not know for sure which phase

transition takes place earlier. The subsequent.evolution of the

Universe is nicely described by the standard scenario of
cosmology.

2---2 Problems of the Standard Scenario

?ig bang scenario has succeeded in

describing the evolulion of the Universe especially from about
110-' sec after the big bang until today, there are fundamental

二 14 -



problems which cannot be solved within the framework of the

standard scenario. Here, among themr w€ will briefly present the

problems closely related to the motivation of the inflationary
universe scenario, which $re shalr be concerned with in the

subseguent sectisns.

1. Flatness Problem

Since the standard scenario assumes the adiabatic expansion

of the Universe eg. (2.61, we have the relation (2.101 |
RT = coost. From the fact that the present 'nadius' of the

Universe R(t^) exceeds 1028 cfrr we can estimate the radius of the- 0-

Universe at the Planck time t-'-p

Ⅲ～≒Щ馬)刈〆
91

(2。 13)

where [,., is the Planck length. A naive discussion from
Y

dimensional ground would suggest that R(tp) t [p. Here from eq.

(2.'13) we can say that our Universe is actually 1029 times as

flat as the one which would be expected from the naive
discussion. In terms of entropy Sob tu (RT)3 this means that
Sob > 1 OB7 , where Sob is total entropy of present observable

part of the Universe. In the standard scenario it is impossible

to account for the flatness and the enormous amount of entropy of
the observable Universe

For the energy density of the Universer w€ know only that
0.01 < g/g", < 10 from the observation at present, where

).pcr =3Hz /BrG which is a critical density corresponding Lo the

flat case for a given H. We cannot determine whether the

. 15 -
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Universe is open or close at present. From eqs.

it follows that

,p 
_ pcrl 

= 0.21
ocr

,o-Pcrl =10-599cr

N(1)… 1/3ζ -2/31翌nl:

(2.3 ) and ( 2.8 )

(2.1 4l

(2.15)

Eguation (2r14) means that in the very early Universe the value

of. | (p-p.r | /pcrl was extremely small due to the huge amount of
entropy S. At the Planck timer w€ obtain

We see that the flatness of the present Universe can be

guaranteed only if the energy density at Planck tj-me is fine-
tuned to 1O-59. If it was slightly greater than gcr r sdy

-59 ), the Universe would have collapsed millionsp ] gcr( 1+10-' .verse would

years ago. on the other hand, if p S g"r(1-10-59) at the planck

time, Lhe present Universe would be curvature dominated, i,e.,
energy density at present would .be negligibly small. ffrat is

another expression of the flatness problem.

2. Horizon Problem

The observable Universe (A = 1928 cm = 3OOO Mpc) is to a

high degree of precision isotropic and homogeneous on the largest

scales ( >> 1OO Mpc). The best evidence for this is provided by

the uniformity of the cosmic background radiation. Since

d.- 1O2B cm is the maximum size of the currently observed regJ.on

of the Universe, let us call it the present size of the Universe.

The size of the Universe in the past or future is proportional to

the cosmic scale factor. This means that the size of the

16
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thiveise varies as t1/2 for a radiation dom■ natさd era′  t2/3 for a

matter dOminated era.

In the standard scenariOP we know the existence Of particle

horizon which is the sttze of a region causally Felated at time te

Tttis ig.さここivttiさ it to thl d三二tahことl thよ t よ-113it ζ上し五al Lι li:‐ ha↓さ
propagated s■ n9e the bang′

rtdH(t) = R(t) l^dt' 1/R(t')
JO

= t/(1 ・ h) for R(t) * tD, n. < 1 . 12.161

When we go back to the past, the particle horizon shrinks more

rapidly than the size of the Universe. This means that the

observable Universe which is homogeneous and isotropic vtas not

causally connected in the past. At t = 1612 sec when the

radiation was decoupled, the distribution of cosmic background

radiation should already be uniform over the scale of 1 0 times

that of the horizon.

3. Galaxy Formation Problem

The Universe is fairly homogeneous and isotropic on the

Iarge scale. However, on the small scale ( < 100 Mpc), it has

rich structures aS stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies.

According to the investigation of Zel'dovich for gravitational

instability and galaxy formation t 37 I , smaII density

pelrturbations 6p with anlal*ort scale-independent spectrum

6p/p n, 10-4 in the very ""rlt, universe is regui.red to account for

the smaII-scale inhomogeneities which is observed today. However

- 17 …



it to date remains unanswered to explain the origi-n of the

fluctuations with such a specific spectrum:

4. Primordial Monopole Problem

Although the interplay between GUTs and the standard

cosmology gives an attractive explanation for predominance of

matter over antimatter, it also causes a dlfficulty of the

overproduction of t'Hooft-Polyakov 
-monopole 

during the phase

transitions in GUTs at T tu 1014 1015 Gev 1111121. when

spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs, the Higgs field can only be

smoothly oriented on scales smaller than some characteristic

correlation length 1. On scales larger than E the Higgs field
must be uncorrelaled, and thus we expect of order 1 monopole per

correlation volume ( = €3 ) to be produced as a topological defect

when the Higgs field freezes out t 1 1 1. Since the particle

horizon set3 an absolute upper bound on E, hle can estimate the

lower bound of the value of monopole-to-baryon number

譜」11121≒
|「

As shown by Preskill 1121 t monopole-antimonopole annihilation

does noL effectively work to reduce the monopole abundance due to
GUTs phase transition, unless ng/ng > 1. It follows that at
present number density of monopole in the Universe is of the same

order as that of protons, Since the density of matter in our

Universe would be approximately 1015 tj.mes greater than the

critical density due to monopoles, if that rdas the case, the

Universe would have collapsed a long time ago.

fn this subsection we have briefly explained several

(2。 17)
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fundamental difficulties in the big bang cosmology which are

especially related to the inflationary Universe scenario.
However we know that there are other fundamental problems in the

standard cosmology. Here we shall enumerate those problems.

1 ) The Robertson-Walker metric which describes the Universe

on the large scale is singular at t = 0. One might think that

this singularity is caused by the symmetric properties of the

metric to a high degree. However Hawking and Penrose have proven

that the existence of such an initial singularity is unavoidable

in more general cases. This is the initial singularity problem

t381.

: cosmological constant in the Einstein

equation is apparently negligibly smaIl. with the possible

exception of supersymmetry and supergravity theories, the

absolute scale of the effective potential V(O) in not determined.

ivalent to a cosmoLogicalSince, dt low temperature, V(0) is egu

termsr w€ should fine-tune the scale of V(0) in order that the

value of V(0) at the true vaeuum is zero to 1046 GeV4. 3) The

scenario of baryogenesis can nicely account for the mechanism to
give baryon asymmetry. However it has not yet succeeded to

explain the value of the baryon-to-ph<rton ratio guantitatively.

4l It is likely that N = | supergravity coupled to matter can

solve the gauge hierarchy problem t391. One of the important

feature of the proposed solution of the gauge hierarchy problem
.)

is the existence of the gravitino with mass nZ/2. *W 1Oz GeV

t401. However it gives undesirable influences for the baryon-to-

photon ratio or the mass density of the present Universe I411421.

- 19 -



53. Inflationary Universe Scenario

3-1 Original Inflationary Universe Scenario

In this subsection hre will describe the inflationary
Universe scenario in its original form [13r14] whj-ch was intended

to solve some fundamental problems of the standard cosmology that

were explained in the previous section. Then some difficulties

of the original scenario wiII be also discussed.

The original versj-on of the inflationary Universe scenario

reguires that the GUT phase transition is strongly first-order

t431. The effective potential for a Higgs field of an adjoint
representation 0 has a form shown schematically in F.ig.2. At

zero temperature, a symmetric minimum (O = 0) is a local minimum

(a false vacuum) of the effective potential and a global minimum

(a true vacuum) Iies at O = O^ tu 1015 GeV. A phase transition-0

from the false vacuum to the true vacuum proceeds through the

nucl.eation of bubbles f,441 .

We note that the enerqy density o(T) in the standard

scenario (2.7 ) must now be modified. When a temperature of the

Universe is very high compared to a critical temperature
1ATc * 1014 Gev, the symrnetric phase O = O is stable. As we have

assumed that the phase transition is strongly first-order, a rate
of the phase transition to the true vacuurn through the nucleation

of bubbles of the ne$l phase is smalI in comparison with an

expansion rate of the Unj-verse. So the Universe supercools below

Tc and the energy density is dominated by po ,which is an energy

… 20 -



density of the false vacuum, dt that time. Therefore the energy

density p(T) is approximately given by

Since the false vacuum is
energy-momentum tensor must

‐     .(3.1)

comp19tely Lorentz invarェ ant′  its

have the form

IT)=妥 ド.TIT4 十 ρ
6

Tuu = g69pv (3.2)

The energy of the false vacuum behaves as a cosmological constanL

A = SnGpo it the Einstein eguation at the supercooling stage. It
Ieads to a rapid exponential expansion of the Universe. It should

be noted that we have set the value of the effective potential at
the true vacuum to vanish, veff(0gaus) = o, since we know

empirically that A of the present unj-verse is very smarl

t lnl . 10-46 eev4 ).
In the very hot Universe, it is likely that there are local

regions which are sufficiently homogeneous and isotropic to be

approximated b1' the Robertson:Walker metric (2.1'). When these

regions supercool beIow T.r they start to expand exponentially
as

R(t)∝  ёttp(Ht) (3。 3)

where
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for go * (tOta cev)4. The scale factor R(t) quickly becomes so
l

large that the Robertson-Walker metric (2.1't can be approxirnated

by its k = 0 form. The resulting space is called the de Sitter
space t451.

Let' us now make a working assumption that the exponenLial

expansion continues for a time interval At, and that the phase

transition through bubble formation then occurs with rapid
thermalization of the latent heat. (It turns outrhoweverrthat the

assumption of rapid thermalization is very unrealistic i \^/e wiII
later discuss what would actually happen. ) During the exponential

expansion, the value of R(t) increases by a factor

Z = exp(H△ t) (3.5)

In order to solve the cosmological problems, it is necessary that
z > 1029. rt has been shown that reasonable parameters can lead

. ^10to values of z as large as 10ru - in the SU(5) model t46l-
When the phase transition takes place, the energy density po

of the false vacuum will be released as latent heat. If this
thermalization of the Universe is sufficiently rapid, the

temperature will again rise to the order of 1 01 4 GeV, which is
comparable in order of magnitude to its value before the
exponential expansion. From here on, the inflationary Universe
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scenario rejoins the sLandard scenario#1,#2. Since R(t)
incre-ases by a factor of Z, it follows that the entropy S = R3s

increases by a factor of order 1z3. Thus if S were initially of

order of unity, it would be greater than 1Q87 after the phase

transition. These gigantic orber of the exponential expansion and

entroplr generation solve the flatness problem.

The horizon problem also disappears owing to the huge

magnitude of the exponential expansion. After. the reheating, the

region which evolves to becorne our observable Universe has a size

of order of 1 O cm. Before inflation its size was less than

10-28 cm, and this is of order of 104 times smaller than the
h a{- fhrf {-imzhorizon length at that time

#1 | rt is essential that baryogenesis occurs after the

exponential expansion and themalization of the Universer._. so that
the baryon-to-entropy ratio is not diluted

In the casё  6f the Weinberg一 salam phase transition′ t if#21

inflation takes place, the baryon-to-entropy ratio is reduced.

thus, in the context of current understanding of baryogenesis, it
is necessary that the phase transition proceeds so rapidly that
the magnitude of inflation does not exceed 102. This constraint
gives a lower bound of the mass of Higgs doublet as mH > 9 GeV

1471.
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As for the monopole problem, the mechanism wh:ich leads to
the overproduction of monopoles in the standard scenario dose not

obviously work in the inflationary scenario. However it is not

clear how many monopoles are produced in the phase transition. fn

order to find an answer to this guestion, it i.s needed to
investigate the detailed mechanism of nucleation of bubbles.

So far we have assumed that the phase transition occures

with rapid thermalization of the latent heat. However

unfortunately that is not the case. Here we will discuss what

actually happens when a slow first order phase transitions takes

place in an exponentially expanding space.

The process of bubble nucleation and growth in a false

vacuum has been analyzed by Coleman et aI. t441. The nucleation

rate 1 (the expected number of nucleation per physical volume per

time) is given by

tr = A exp(-B) (3.6)

where B is the classical action of a bubble solution and A is in

order of the fourth power of the mass scale which characterj-zes

the phase transition: A n, (tOta GeV)4. The bubble wa}l expands

at a speed which rapidly approaches that of light. Since the

energy of the false vacuum is first transferred to the kinetic

energy of the bubble waII, the thermalization of the Universe

proceeds by collisj.ons of the bubbles as illustrated in Fig.3.

We can calculate the probability P(t) that an arbitrary
point remains in the old phase at tirne t in the exponentially

expanding space [48],
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P(t) (3,7)

where

e = 
^./H4

(3。 8)

and tb is a time at which bubble formation begi-ns. In order to
have an exponential expansion by a factor Z *'1029 before the

phase transition is completed, i.e., P(t) << 1, one needs

e s 1O-2. According to the numerical calculation of the
probability P(t) [15], it is easy to obtain the value e s 1O-2

which gives sufficient amounts of expansion ,and reasonable

parameters lead to values like e = 1O-100 or even smaller.

HoweVer,inthecaSeofas1owphase.transitiion(e<<

it is shown that, due to the rapid expansion of outside of

bubbles, it is difficult to terminate the phase transition

through thermalization of the latent heat by means of bubble

collision and coalescence t151. It can be proven rigorously that

if t < 1 0-6, then the bubble will form finite size clusters only,

no matter how long one waits, even though P(t) + 0.' This means

that the bubbles will never merge to form an infinite connected

regioni i.e., the system does not percolat.e.

Furthermore, Hawking, Moss and Stewart t16l have shown that,
with e N 1 1200, about 1 /3 of all bubbles will grow to a size

which will evolve to g.atactic proportions in the present

Universe, before undergoing their first collisions. The energy

二 とXpl: ｂ
ｔ

一
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released by these waII collisions could not thermalize nor

distribute itself more or less uniformly over a region until
Iight had time to cross the region. In standard model, it

corresponds to t ^, 1 08 sec, when T tu 1 06 K. Thus one cannot have

the usual explanations of the baryon and helium abundances.

Moreoverr. thermalization would not be completed at this late

epoch and so the microwave background radiation would be

distorted. The scenario is unworkable, unless one finds a more

graceful end of the phase transition

3-2 New Inflationary Universe Scenario

Although, as was shown in the previous subsection, the

original scenario of the inflationary Universe leads to some

unacceptable cosmological conseguences, its basic idea is very

attractlve. Fortunately, a new version of the inflationary
.l

Universe scenario was suggested 117,18r19.J, which kept the virtue

of the original one of solvi-ng some fundamental problems of the

standard cosmology, and which could overcome the main

difficulties of the original scenario.

The new scenario is based on the Coleman-Weinberg type (C-W

type) symmetry breaking t20l. For simplicity, rde shall consider

here a particular pattern of symmetry breaking SU(5) +

sU(3) x su(2) x u(1) due to the appearance of the classical Higgs
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field Φ Of the adjolnt rとpresentation′ ″)

O = /7Tn,9 diag (1 ,1 ,1 ,-312,-g/Zl (3.9)

effective potential in the SU(5)C― W theory at T 〉〉Mx ′ mcP

a fOrm Of           i
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+群ずに頭Ⅲ
'111)二

等 (3.10)

V9ff(CP'T)= CT4 + 
告 m子

(T卜P2

W,ё re M呈 二 (25/8)o762「 ?。  
二 /2/15σ ′ g7 ～ o。 3′  σ 

～
 4eSIX loll GeV′

C is some constant′  C = o(10)′  and m2(T)is giVen by

T:'T)二  :「|【;嬌
|二  |。.8三 : g2T2

(3.11)

At high temperature T

(p = 0. This means thatr at T

Even for the temperature T << o, the eguation (3-10) is reliable

near the origin <p = O, so that the point (p = O remains a local

minimum of Veff for any T t 0. The shape of the C-W potential

Vef f (9,T) fo:r T

#',' Obviously the degrees of freedom of. the Higgs field is more

than unity. We will disquss the C-W potential for the multi-

componenL Higgs field rather than the one restricted in the

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) direction in the subsections 3-3 and 4-'1 .
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We note that the effective potential (3.10) contains only

the 1-Ioop correction due to the vector boson. The neglect of

contribution of the Higgs field can be a consistent approximation

of the C-W potential at T,(lP rr, o t201. However it is likely that
the scalar freld contribution becomes largel.rra important aL

Tr9<< o t491. We will forget about this effect for a while for

simplicity, but will discuss this point later
The phase transition from the local minimum of the C-W

potential at tP = 0 to the globa} mj-nimum at g = I o proceeds by

the formaLion and subseguent expansion of the bubbles of cP . A

detailed study of the bubble formation t50l has shown that at the

moment of the bubble formation its size is of order TE1, and the

maximal value of the field cp inside the bubble is approxi-mately

`1秘
=サ

|

1/2
くく σ (3.12)

5¥ln(単
xイ Tc)

"herel thさ
 ooint CP l is defi五 さd by the 9onditioi vと if10′ Tc) =

Vё f:((Pl′ Tc) (,99 Fio.4)。  Her91Tc iS a 9r=tica■  temperaturO of the

phaSe tFansitiOn through the nucleati6n of the bubbleS at which
l             l

this process proё eedS Very quickly: . Th, Vallё  ?F TclSeems t9 be

OF order Of 10611 108 GeV#).        ‐      
‐‐11  1   ‐           ‐

#l As for Tc, Albrecht and Steinhardt t19l chose the value
aTc q 1 0" GeV, at which a steepest descent approximation for

calculation of the rate of the bubble formation breaks down,
ewhile Linde t171 used the value of Tc ^,106 GeV, as it was

claimed in Ref.[51], at which the SU(5) gauge coupling constant

becomes of order of unity.
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After the nucleation of

almost homogeneous inside

motion,

φ13H●
=品

2 二〇

the value of

and it obeys

the bubble′

the bubble

thё fieldCP

thё equatiOnＳ
　
　
ｆ

・■

　
　
０

where the second term of

of the Universe. At the

the value of cp inside the

o and the (negative) mass

(3。 13)

eg. (3.t:) appears due to the expansioin

moment of the nucleation of the bubble,

bubble is very small in comparison with

ssuared of the fietd I is

so that Q grows very slowly and stays

the time interval At,

(3.14)
′

in the reg■ on 9 ≦ H during

Ar tu sn/lml2 (3。 15)

which is the most part of time spent by the travel of I from the

origin to the bottom of the C-W potential. fn this interval the

vacuum energy Veff(cP) remains almost egual to V"61(0), so that

the part of the Universe inside the bubble expands exponentially

just as it expanded before the bubble creation. This is the main

difference between this new scenario and the original scenarj-o,

in which it was assumed that the exponential expansion finished

immediately after bubble formation.

||:| 二 |:?Veffl 1 7,12T: ～ 2,T2c
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The amount of

inflationary stage

expansion which

is given by

the Universe undergoes in the

Z - exp(HAt) ～ eXp(3H2/lm12)

= exp( 1200 ) r, 10500 (3。 16)

where we have used the values, H tu 1010 GeV and T".108 GeV.

Since a typical size of the bubble at the moment of its formation

is o(T;1 ) 'r, t O-22 crrlr after the period of exponential expansion

this bubble grows into the one whose size is of order of
1 0500 cm. Therefore the whole observable part of the Universe is
contained inside one bubble.

When the field grows sufficiently large, I ) H, it begins

to evolve very rapidly and rolls down to the minimum of the C-W

potenLial. The thermalization of the vacuum energy i.n the form

of Veff(0) proceeds through a production of Higgs bosons and X, Y

bosons caused by rapid oscillation of the field I around the

bottom of Veff 121 l. The Universe is reheated up to the(-
temperature TR t vl{f tOl 'u 1014 Gev. In the nevr infLationary
Universe Lhe vacuum energy can be converted into the radiation
energy inside the bubble without bubble wall collisions which led

some difficulties in the original scenario. This means that in
nerr scenario the GUT phase transition can be completed and does

no-t cause inhomogeneities of the Universe which conflicts with
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present observation#).

The new inflationary Universe scenario leads to a sufficient
magnitude of expansion of the Universe and homogeneous radiation
of the Iatent heatr so that it can solve the flatness and horizon

probrems in the standard cosmology. Furthermore, since the
primordial monopoles in GUTs are created only in the points, in
which bubbles with different types of Higgs field I collide, in
this new scenario no monopole are produced in the observable part

of the Universe, which solves the primordial monopole problem.

The process. of the baryogenesis in the new scenario is also

considerably different from the usual one L521. In this scenario

the baryon asymmetry is generated by the decay of the superheavy

particles , X, Y-bosons or cp -bosons which are created by the

oscillation of the classical I field. It $/as shown that the

value of the baryon-to-entropy ratio is about two order of
magnitude larger than that obtained in the standard scenario t6l.
It is also important that any initial baryon asymmetry of the

Universe vanishes after the inflation even in the theory which

conserves B-L.

#l

term

The thermalization processes can be expressed by g €riction
which appears in the evolution equation of the field g, and

, at first, has been introduced by Albrecht, et al. t34l by

We will discuss how that term arises in the equation in
4.

which

hand.

the §
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So far we have neglected the one-Ioop contribution of Higgs

fields to the effective potential, since Higgs coupling constants

are assumed to be of order of 94 in the c-W theory t201.
Although that is the case at T or ce tu or w€ should take into
account the scalar field contribution at Tr cP << ot which changes

the curvature of V"5g(9rt) near Q = 0 t49l:

*21t1 = (3.17)

where a and b is the Higgs coupling constant in the interaction
Lagrangian of the Higgs field g in the SU(5) theory,

Lint a(Tr。 2)2 _ rr04 (3.18)

The analysis of the renormalization group eguation for the

effective coupling constants a(T), b(T) at I - 0 suggests that at
smaller values of T the coupling constants a(T) and b(T) become

negative and rapidly gror^rs in magnitude, so that m2(T)' becomes

negati-ve aL some critical temperature Tc t491. This critical
temperature is crucially model-dependent. Since in the theory

Tc > H the sufficient inflation does not occurr w€ will consider

only those theories in which Tc

aIl hlgh temperature effects are irrelevant for the phase

transition and effects connected with the non-vanishing space-

ti.me curvature and the exponential expansion of the Universe are

important.

Hawking and Moss showed that gravitational effect plays a
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very important role in the early stage of the phase transition
t 53l. They claimed that in the case of 9'rv="fEl ^. 2H2 , the

d <p z '.0=o

tunneling proceeds from the minimum of V"gf at g = 0 to the

nearby maximum of V"16 at g - 9r, with the probabilit.y

per unit four-volume. Here the exponent B is given by

||‐ 膳雫 LE』

29Ⅲ
Tッ

MI I諭

(3.19)

(3。 20)
V"6g((P, )

which is the difference between the combined gravitatj.onal and

scalar field actions of the Q = 9r, and the I = 0 solutions.
This result should be i-nterpreted as the probability of

tunnelling which is not absolutely homogeneous but Iooks

homogeneous in the domains of the Universe of size n, = H-1 t541.

on the contrary f". S+#L=., ztz , the effects of sravity
and the curvature of the Universe does not seriously change the

aspect of the phase transition. Thus, in this case, the phase

transition proceeds as the scenario proposed by tinder o(

Albrecht and Steinhardt.

3-3 Difficulties of the New Inflationary Universe Scenario

As we have seen in the previous subsection the new

inflationary Universe scenario has a graceful termj.nation of the

period of inflation, pres6rving the virtue of the original one

which solves a,l" f latness, horizon and primordial monopole

１

一
８

〓Ｂ
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problems. However the new scenario turned out not to be free

f rom dif f iculties. In this subsectj-on $7e shall critically
discuss two main problerns of the ne\^/ inflatio-nary Universe

scenariobasedontheSu(s)C-wtypesymmetrybreaking'

The first one is concerned with the galaxy formation

[22r231. During the evolution of the energy-density perturbation

the Hubble radius H-1 ( = particle horizon in the standard

cosmology) represents an important scale t221. Consider a

density perturbation which is descrj-bed by its wavelength I or

its wavenumber k ( = 2n / ),. ) , and its amplitude. When the

perturbation is inside the horizon, ). s H-1, microphysical
processes can affect the amplitude of the perturbation. However

when l > H-1 the perturbation j-s just a wrinkle in the space-time

which are evolving kinematically, since microphysics can only

operate coherently on proper Iength scales less than H-1. This

means that the development of 6p/p is determined soIeIy by

gravitationat effect=#) .
-:-- -

Since the evolution of perturbations is crucially determined

by the relative sizes of its wavelength ), and the hori zon H-1 , it

is convenient to specify the amplitud.e of density perturbations

by the value (6p/p)H at the epoch when it crosses the hori zo^,

i.e. tr = H-1 .

#l- Since the quantity 6p/p is not gauge invariant, its

evolution depend on the choice of gauge conditions. Fortunately

Bardeen t55l has developed an elegant gauge invarj-ant formalism

to handle density perturbations in a gauge invariant way.
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In order to explain the structure of the Universe at
present, it is known that one must assume that the density
perturbations j-s such that they have an amplitude of O(lO-4) on a

scale which corresponds to a size of a galaxy. The perturbation

may be smoothly continued with the same amplitude to larger and

smaller scales:

(6p/p)n = o(10-4) (3.21)

which is so-called Zeltdovich spectrum t37l and has an attractive
feature that all scales cross the horizon with the same

amplitude. Such a spectrum is not necessarily required by the

observations. However many people believe that it leads to an

acceptable picture of galaxy formation.

In the standard cosmology the effective horizon H-1 grovrs

monotoni-ca1ly, H-l cc L. So the size of the perturbed region

crosses the horizon only once (see Fig.5). Since the microphysics

only operates on scales s H-1, adiabatic perturbati.ons were

either there ab initio or they are not present in the biq bang

cosmology.

On the contrary, in the nevr inflationary Universe scenario

the features of the evolution of the density perturbation change

dramatically. Since in the exponentially expanding stage the

horizon is constant, a perturbation can cross the horizon
( tr = H-1 ) twice. The evolutj.on of two scales ( le = galaxy and

lH = pr€s€ntIy observable Universe) is shown in Fig.5. In
earlier times that tl microphysics can affect the evolution Of
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perturbations on the scale of a galaxy. Thus in the ne\^I

inflationary Universe scenario microscopic processes are possible

to cause the initial density perturbations in the epoch when

tr6 ( H-1, which eventually show up as galaxies. When t = tr
microphysics freezes out on this scale; Lhe density perturbation

which exj-sts on this scale then evolves kinematically until it,

reenters the horizon at t = tH.

The theory of generation of the density perturbations after

inflation has been developed by many authors 122,231. The

spectrum .of the density perturbation at the time when one scale

reenters the horizon has been derived as

(op/p)i1 = 4Hdt (3.22)

where

motion

ｈ

　

ｏｆ

is a position dependent

the order parameter,

time delay of the rolling down

( 3.23 )

fluctuation of the field 9. The

5cp has been estimated by means of

massless scalar fields in the de

6'r n, 6919

which can be caused by the

amplitude of the fluctuation

the quantum fluctuatign of

Sitter space t56r5Vl,

(δ?)2ん H2/1とπ3 (3。 24)

although this evaluation seems quite guestionable and is under

the critlcism
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In the new inflationary Universe scenario based on the SU(5)

C-W potential (3.10) which can be approximated for I S H as

Veff(9) = Veff ( g4 (3.25)

with ),,r, 1/2. We refer the method -o-f _the evaluation of the time

delay to references l22t23j which is too involved to present

here. We finally obtain the almost scale-independent spectrum of
the density perturbation

(δ ρ/p)H 〒 (4λ/313)1/2 1n3/2(Hk-1) (3。 26)

where k is the wavelength of the perturbation. Although the

spectrum is roughly scale invariant as desired, its magnitude is
unfortunately of the order of 50 for a galactic scale, which is
about 1 05 times too large to explain the structure of the

observable Universe at present

fn order to overcome this problem, several scenarios are

proposed, which realize flatter potential with smaller value of ),

than the new inflationary Universe scenario based on the SU(5)

C-W theory. We will discuss these scenarios in the next

subsection.

The problem of the galaxy formation looks quite serious for
the new inflationary Universe scenario. However the estimation

of the fluctuation of the classical Higgs field 69 does not seem

completely justified, which assumed that guantum fluctuations can

be directly realized as classical fluctuations. Thus this first

λ
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difficulty may not be fatal and may be overcome somehow.

Therefore in the authorrs opinion the ne$r inflationary Universe

scenario still seems to survive as one of the possible scenario

which can solve the fundamental difficulties of the standard

cosmology,

Here we discuss another problem of the new inflationary
Universe scenario 124t25'J. When this scenario was explained in
the previous subsection, the evolution of the adjoint Higgs field
0 was restricted only in the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) direction.
However, the order. parameter O obviously has the degrees of
freedom of more than one. Thus we must investigate the evolution

of O in the f uII 24-d.imensional space of the ad j oint
representation of SU(5).

Taking into account of the many degrees of freedom of O, it
turns out that the SU(5) C-W potential possesses additional local
su(4) x U(1) minima besides the global SU(3) x su(2) x U(1)

minima. Furthermore these SU( 4 ) x U( 1 ) minima are more

accessible for the order parameter O rather ttran the
su(3) x su(2) x u(1) minima. Thus the Higgs field probably

settles down to the SU(4) x U(1) minima first and a succeeding

strongly first'order phase transition to the globaI

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minima causes the same difficulties as the

original scenario

In the g 4 we will investigaLe the second problem of the new

inflationary Universe scenario in detail.
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3-4otherVersionsoftheInf1ationaryUniverseScenario
Now many authors who concern themselves with the

inftationary cosmology are looking for new models which can

overcome the difficulties of the ne\^r inflationary Universe

scenario explained in the previous subsection. Here we will

briefly report the status of some of the models which have

recently received major attention in a' critical l,,tay.

As we have seen in the previous subsection it might be a

fatal defect of the new inflationary Universe based on the SU(5)
:

C-W type symmetry breaking to give too Iarge density
perturbation, ( 6p/p)11 n, 50, although the estimation of ( 6p/p)H

has a questionable point. In order to reduce the magnitude of

Lhe density perturbation, it is the simplest way to adopt

supersymmetric versions of the C-W potential. In supersymmetric

theories (partial) ,cancellation' of the contrj-butions between

bosons and fermions leads to a very small value of the parameter

X in eg. ( 3.26) which describes a slope of an effective potential

near an origin as eg.(3.25). Thus vre can obtain much'*smaller

value of the density perturbation in those theories. This

possibility was explicitly demonstrated by Albrecht et aI. t26t

in the context of the Witten-Dimopoulos-Raby inverted hierarchy

model t581. However it was shown that lre cannot obtain efficient

reheating and baryon asymmetry after inflation i.n this model

126t59r601. So the first attempt of supercosmology failed.

. These problems of reheating and baryon asymmetry seems to be

solved if the inflation scale is moved up towards the P1anck

mass, M^ tu tO19 CeV (primordial inflation). This possibility wasv

first suggested j-n the context of a globalIy supersymmetric
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theory by EIIis et al. t271. Later Nanopoulos et aI. considered

primordial inflation in N = I supergravity coupled to matter

t281. In this model of the primordial inflation, the effective

potential V( z tz ) of a scalar component of a chiral superfield X

coupled to N = I supergravity is given by t61 l

vlzrz*l = eXp(zzx/z'l '*nl' stgl 2J

where 9(zl is some arbitrary function called superpotentialt

g(Z) = 13チ (z,
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( 3.30)

where o, B, y and 6 are some functions of ln. This is the basic

form for the potential we consider for inflation.

Similarly to the ori-ginal and new inflaLionary Universe

scenario, it is expected that due to high temperature effects,

v(9)ニ ロ6(α +|。 +γ〆 +δΨ3+∴ 。)

units in which M^l/m = 1 t611. We write the
tJ-

{ ("1

and assune tro = 0,

which is a real part

(3.29)

tu 0. Then the effective potential of <p

the field z is expressed as

(3.27 |

(3.28)

some dimensi-onless

we use the system of

function $t"l as
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the field P is initially zero, and the Universe underEoes the

inflationary stage, while cp proceeds from the origin to the

absolute minimum of V(9) at I =(P o t29,621 . Thus we_ assume that
the effective potential has an absolute minimum at I = cP 0 = 1 of
a vanishing value of the potential, V(90) = 0, since the

cosmological constant is apparently negligibly smalI at present.

Furthermore it is also demanded that g(90 ) = O. The reason that
we require the above condition is as follows. fn the theory

under consideration the mass of the gravitino is proportional to

9(90 ) and is usually assumed to be small, m3/2 \ t 02cev t 40l.

This is necessary to obtain the proposed solution of the gauge

hierarchy problem in Lhe context of supergravity t391.

However it can be proved that there is a deeper minimum

V(Q) at some point Q between cP = 0 and (P = t.:P o, if we demand that

9(90) = 0 [30160]. Therefore the above usual picture of the

inflationary phase transition is impossible to realize if we take

the gauge hierarchy problem in particle physics seriously.
There is a possibility, however, that the gauge hierarchy

problem should be solved in other unknown mechanism in particle
physics rather than supergravity. Let us consider this
possibility for a moment and disconnect supergravity fr'om the

hierarchy problem. Anyway, from the astrophysical point of view,

the gravitino with mass mztt tu 1OZ GeV may cause the seriousJI,Z

difficulty of the cosmology based on supergravity as was

explained in subsection 2-2 (gravitino problem) [41,42].
If we did not ."=.r*" that 9(Qo) = 0, it was shown that we

could construct a model which realizes the primordial inflation

in the context of.supergravity t631.
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The minimum of V((P) Iies at g = 9o

show that the density perturbation

magnitude

We consj.der the simplest effective potential which can be

obtained from eg.( 3.27) by a proper choice of g(Zl [63],

v(|三 ニロ6(1_α 21211≠
11) |               (3331)

= /2/α .  In this modё i wこ  とよh

at the galactic scale has the

dp/p n, p3exp (1o2s2l /2oa (3.32)

and the duration of the inflationary stage is given by

At n, 6u-3o-2 (3.33)

Thus a reasonable choice of parameters, e.g. o tu 10-1, u3 * 10-4,

gi-ves the desirable. value of the density perturbation 6p/p tu 1O-4

and the sufficient amplitude of inflation, At 'r,.600 H-1

tu ( g x 1 01 1 Gev)-l . Therefore we can say that the second attempt

of primordial inflation based on superqravity can solve the

problem of density perturbatj-on, sacrificing the solution to the

gauge hierarchy problem.

Now let us'consider the primordial monopole problem in this

scenario. In the first papers on primordial inflation L27 r29l it

was assumed that the monopole production due to the SU(5)

symmetry breaking occurs after primordial inflation, and

therefore one should find some other method to solve the
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primordial monopole problem in this scenario. However we note

that the temperature of the Universe during the primordial

inflation is much smaller than the critical temperature of the

SU(5) phase transition, and a typical time r tu (1015 Gev)-1,

which is necessary for the SU(S) symmetry breaking to occur, is
much shorter than the time of inflation At r ( 1 01 1 G"v)-1 .

Therefore the SU(5) phase transition with monopole production

takes place not after inflation, but long before the end of
inflation t631. Furthermore, since the field I is very weakly

coupled to each other and to aII other matter fields, the

reheating temperature TR in this scenario is typically of the

order of 1011 GeV [62r63]t which is much smaller than the

cri-tical temperature of the SU(5) phase transition. Thus \de can

also solve the primordial monopole problem in this scenario
't531.

So far we have just assumed that the Universe hras initially

in the symmetric state corresponding to a local minimum of the

effectj-ve potential V(9rT). However it was pointed out that the

above assumption is not valid in the pri.mordial inflationary

scenario in the context of supergravity L2gl.

A typical curvature of the effective potential in the high

temperature limit is given by

*2(r1 =d'Y=cr4dp'
( 3.34 )

where C is some combinatj-on of coupling constants: C = u6s2 for

the model (:.31). The characteristic time which is necessary for

the field g to roll down to the minimum of V(9) exceeds the time
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τ ～ 話=1(T)～ c~1/2T-1。

is given by eq.(2。 12)

On the other hand the age

for the case that N tu 200

of the Universe

(3● 35)ts Mp

5 0r2

By comparison of r and t it follows that the fietd Q can be

influenced by high temperature effects only at

T < T* ,,, lO-2C1 ,ZMp (3.36)

Thus we conclude that the usual picture of the inflationary phase

transition which assumes thaL the field g initially lies in the

symmetric state due to the high temperature effects, breaks down

in the primordial inflationary scenario based on superglravity.

Therefore the second attempt of supercosmology finally failed.

Recently Linde suggested a new idea of the inflationary

Universe, supposing guite differenl picture of the phase

transition from the usual one (chaotic inflation) t2gl. At the

Planck time tp * Mp1 the value of the effective potential seems

to be defined only with an accuracy of O(M6) duさ  to tle

uncertainty principle, Therefore one may expect that in the hot

Universe at t tu tp any field configuration 9(x) such that
v(cP) = *$, (0uQ)2 = t3 can appear in any point x with an almost

-independent probability.

Let consider a model which has a very flat effective
potential, e.g. V(cP) = 

^q4 
/ 4, I

domains j-n which, the field tp was initiaf fy suf ficiently
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homogeneous at a scale of 9" = H-1 and sufficiently large

Since the field I inside the domains varies very slowly
temperature rapidly faIIs, the space-time inside the

enters into the de Sitter stage with the Hubble constant

(..P=Mp.

and the

domai.ns

H=
1/2 q2

Mp
(3.37)

Furthermore we can show that these paits of the Universe expand

more than exp(70) times if LP = 5Mp. rn this case each domain

becomes a mini-Universe in which Iife may exist. This is the

chaotic inflationary Universe scenario.era

Using the conception of the chaotic inflation, hre can

construct a model. t30l which realizes the inflationary Universe

scenario j-n the context of supergravity and, f urther.more,

satisfies the condition 9(90) = 0, which is necessary to solve

the gauge hierarchy problem. In this model, although we do not

explain here, r,fe also obtain the desirable magnitude of the

density perturbation for a reasonable choj-ce of parimeters.
However in order to solve the gravitino problem, it is necessary

to have a reheating temperature TR as small as 1 09 GeV 1641,

which can suppress the gravitino production after inflation.
This seems a rather stringent constraint on the model. Although

it is still possible to generate the baryon asymmetry of the

Universe at TR t 1 09 CeV, it seems not to be very easy and it
wo-uld be much better to make the gravitino heavy and harmless,

Ant/Z > 1 0= GeV 1421. -

Furthermore the large averagte value of the kinetic energy

( au9)' = *3 suggests that the sufficiently homogeneous regions

２ π λ

一
３
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which can inflate are in fact extremely rare. Thus it is
possible that these regions are sufficiently suppressed and would

not be significant even after inflation.

In this subsection we have briefly surveyed the current

status of model building efforts in the inflationary cosmology-

Although the supersymmetric new inflatinary scenario and

primordial inflationary scenario could lead to desirable
magnitude of the density perturbation for the galaxy formation,

it was pointed out that each of them suffered from specific
serious difficulties. In the context of the chaotic inflation in

supergravity we might be able to construct a realistic scenario

of the inflationary cosmology. However this model still has

unconvincing points to be clarified. Further investigation is

needed to elaborate this scenario
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54. Fate of the Order Parameter in the New fnflationary Universe

Scenario

4-1 Difficulty in the SU(5) Phase Transition
I

So far we have surveyed the current status of the
inflationary cosmologyr which is expected to overcome some

fundamental problems of the standard big bang cosmology. In this
section, which is the main part of this thesisr w€ shall clarify

the reheati-ng mechanism of the nevr inflationary Universe

scenario, taking account of a dissipative process, i.e. friction.
Specifically $re shall apply our method for inflationary phase

transition to the new inflationary Universe scenario based on the

SU(5) C-W potential in order to investigate the second difficulty
of Lhe model, which is concerned to many degrees of freedom of

24-dimensional adjoint Higgs field (see subsection 3-3).

One might consider that the ne$r inflationary Universe

scenario is no longer a candidate of realistic models for the

inflationary cosmology, since this scenario gives the magnitude

of the density perturbation which is about 1 05 times too large

for galaxy formation. Howeverr ds vTas mentioned in the

subsection 3-3, the evaluation of the amplitude of the density
perturbation does not seem to be reliable as to the source of the

perturbation in the early Universe, i.e. quantum fluctuation in

the de Sitter space. Further investigations must be performed on

this problem. Therefore the new inflationary Universe scenario

based on the minimal SU(5) C-W potential is still alive as the

simplest model which may realize the inflationary cosmologiy,

Thus it is meaningful to elaborate this model by solving its
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another difficulty.
At the first stage of the investigation of the new

inflationary Universe Scenarior we assumed that the evolution of

the order parameter O gloes along only in the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)

direction. However the order parameter 0 can actually take

values :in the f uIl 24-d,imensional space of the adj oint
representation of SU(5). Taking account of the above degrees of

freedomr we encounter one of the serious difficulties of the new

inflationary Universe scenario based on the SU(5) C-W type

symmetry breaking due to the existence of additional local minima

in the SU(4) x U(1) direction in the C-W potential [24t25]. Since

the SU(4) x U(1) minima are more accessible for the order
parameter Q than the global SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minima, it seems

likeIy that the order parameter O settles down at the

SU(4) x U(1) minimum and the bubble succeedingly goes to the

SU(3) x sU(2) x.U(1) minimum by a strongly first-order phase

transition.

We do not have to consider the evolution of the fuIl 24-

dimensional Higgs field t241. It is sufficient to consider the

diagonal elements at the 24-dimensional Higgs field. The reason

is as fo1lows. At the instant that the bubble of nonzero 0 forms

we assume that 6 = 0 and the initial value of O can be any

arbitrary 5 x 5 Hermitian traceless matrix. It is possible to

diagonalize O by means of a gtobal gauge transformation which

preserves @ = 0. The evolution equation for the fuII matrix 0

does not change the diagonal form of O. The C-W potential for

the adjoint Higgs field is then given by
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where

Φ 〒 Oiag(。 1102.Φ 3′
Φ

:′
Φ5) (4.2)

5with a constraint ,1., 0i = 0, c is a dimensionless arbitrary
parameter, g is the gauge coupling constant and p = 5o/2,

4A(s ^,4.5 x 1014 Cev). We need the parameter C to be 0(1) in order

that the C-W potential be a consj-stent approximation 12A1.

For the convenience of numerical computation which we shalI
carry out laterr w€ introduce a linearly independent combination

of O [35],

(4.1

(4.3)i=1。 |.4

A co,tour map of the C― W potentia1 0n‐ a plale (Φ l 三 Φ, = Φ
3

= 挙//3′  54:I Y).i, shOWn in Fig.6 for the casetthat C = 1。   The

physically  favorable  Su(3). 不 sU(2)X U(1) minima liё   on  this

plane:   FrOm simple analySiS Of the CrW potential (4.1)it turns

out that li,es frOm originitOi the SU(3)X SU(2)X U(1)minima‐ are

ridge, of the potential.. Furthermore local minima appear ttn thё

SU(4)×  U(1)direction for c く 15 and theSe become g10り。l minima
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for C < -1 5In1 .5 . Sj-nce the slope of the potential is steepest

in the SU(4) x U(1) direction, the SU(4) x U(1) minima are more

accessible for order parameter O than the physical

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minima. Thus the bubble first rolls down in

the SU(4) x U(l) direction. If the bubble settles down to one of

the local SU(4) x U(1) minima for a while, a succeeding first-

order phase transition to the true SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minimum

causes similar inhomogeneities of the Universe as happened in the

o1d scenario [ 1 5,1 6].
. The time evolution of the order parameter has been

numerically analysed by Sato and Kodama t35l in the multi-

component case. The equation of motion for the order parameter 0

is given by

Φi ■ 3HΦ i + ●ユ

ヽ
ム
〓

ｌ

ｆ

＜

ｅ
Ｖ + η10i131 = 0 (4。 4)

(4.5)

WheFさ  V』 ll′ i iS the flrSti deriv,tiVe Of the c―
" p6tさ

ntial (4el)

with respect tO さi and a frictiOn term h10土 lbi iS introdueed in

order to convert the energy of the order parameter into radiation

energyo   The second term appears due tO the expansion of the

Universe and the Hubble parameter H is given by

８７Ｇ
一
３

〓
Ｈ

\1/2(9, + Polj

where we have assumed that the Universe is spatially flat, which

is adequate in the early Universe even if it is not flat exactly.

The radiation energy density pr and the energy density of the
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Higgs field 9q change with time according to equations

4

6r + 4Hρ r =  Σ ηlδ i
i=1

つ
争
■

〓

０
(4。 6)

and

ρΦ = Vさ ff(Φ ) (4。 7)

As was lmentioned beforer the eq.(4.6)meanS that the ●acuum

energy which is stored as the energy 9f th9 0rder larameter ol is

liberOted tO the radiation energy through the fr■ ction term which

characterュ zes dissipative effects.   ハn unSotiSfactory po■ nt in

Eq.(4。 6) is  that the dissipative term las ‐been  lntrOduced by

hando  We shall see later how it cOmes arise from the first

pr■ nciple.

The initia■  cёnditions for numerical cOmputation are as

fol16wS.   At the first stage of GUT phaSe transition: the bubble

in which the Higgs fiё ld takes a lalue1 3i FOr,s by =さais ёf a

tunnelingo   we parametr■ ze the Higgtt fi911 0i u,ino 「our

quantities:   one is the nOrm of the HiggS field lo‐ | |

yΣ  Φ:  and thと  。thelsi are angleS α′  0′  ? of the VectOr
(Oi′ 32′ 。

3′
δ年 ) in t,9 f9uF dlmenSiOnal δi ,pace.   菫eie α

represё nts  the deviatiOn angle frOm the SU(4)X u(1) direction

Φl 
二 Φ2 = 。3 = Φ与 〉 O  on llhe  plane ol = Φ2 = °3 °n Which  the

physically favorable sU(3)X SU(2)X U(1)minimum lies′  and O and

鮮)represent the devlotion angles frOm this planee  We assume that

the  initial magnitude 6F the order parameter  101。
 〒 0:2■

= 1。 5 X 10? GeV′  81 = O and restr■ 9, O and CP in the very narrOw

＋

つ
争
■

０
一^
）
・

４

Σ

〓
０■

１

一
２

Σ Oこ
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range  101 く 10~4 and l｀引 く 10~4 for a conOenienさ e Of the

numerical computatione

SOttё  typical rosult, of the numerical analysiS are shё wn in

Fig.7 for the case t,at C = 10   For any cloice Of the initial

angle d (-0。 29+ く α く 0:217)and the magnitude 6f the friction

coefficient′   thO order parameter rolls down to the SU(4)x U(1)

m■ n■mum at firste  The evolution of the order parameter after thё

arrェ val to that m■ n■ mum ■s cruc■ ally determ■ neo by the‐ magn■ tude

of the friction η.   In the case that the friction coefficient is

toO ■arge″  according to Sato and Kodama n 〉 1。 -2′
 the‐ OFdei

parameter settleS down t9 the Su(4)X U(1)minimum as illustrated

in Fig。 7(a).  Thus the‐ new inflationary Universe scenariO has the

same  serious difficulty as the old one due to the first=order

phase transition from the SU(4)x U(1) minimum tO the

SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)minimumo   on the othё r hand if the friction

is too small′   η く 2 X 1073′   the order parametё r travels around

the minima of C― W potential many timeSe  For a very sma■ l

deviation Of the initial angle α′  O andくP′  the lorder parameter

Wユ ll finally gё t a different minimumo  A typical reSu■ t of

numeriё al computation tts shown in Fttg。 7(b).   ThiS result means

that a coherent region′  which is formed by nucleation of bubb■ es

or spinodal decompo,ition in the early stage 101  々H′   iS

fragmented into many So(3)X SU(2)X U(1)and sU(4)X u(1)minima

by the  fluctuatiOn of the order parameter ass6ciated with the

initial stateo   lt follows that the large sdale inhottogeneities

of the Un■ verse appeare  ェn order to avo■ d these difficulties the

magnitude  of  the  friction coefficttent must lie in a suitable
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range, 2 x 10-3 < n < 1O-2. In this caser ds shown in Fig.7(cl,
the order parameter can goes through the SU(4) x U(1) minimum and

can terminate at the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minimum without a

tunnelling for some range of initial angles.

Thus the evaluation of the magnitude of the friction
coefficient is essential in order to decide weather the new

inflationary Universe scenario does work or not.

4二 2  Evaluattton of the Friction Term : A SImple MOdel

As ettplained ェn the previous subsection′   the magnitude of

the friction η′ which appeaFS in the equatiOn Of‐ mOtion fOr the

Higgs field Oi′   is こrucial fOi the fate of the liggS field bi。

The frictiOn was first phenomenolog■ 9ally ュntFoducea by Albrecht

et al. [34]in order tO realize the thermalizatiё n of the latent

heat ユnd show that the CUT phase transition can complete itself

in the new inflatiOnary unttverse scenario.   Then some authors

used it to analyse the time evolution Of the Higgs field [24′ 35].

Since′  howё ver′  they have introduced it by hand″  they c6uld not

tell thё  strength of the friction from the grand unified theory.

Alth6ugh Abbot.  et al.  [21] have discussed the particle

production and reheatttn9 of the Un■ verse due to the dampё d

oscilla,ion OF the Ord9士  parameter around a minimum Of C― W

pOtential′  unfortunately their methOd could not predict the

magnitude of the fricttton.

_  It is a work of the present authOr and HOsOya [31]that has

dealt with the derivation Of the evolution equation for th9 order

parameter including the friction term at finite temperature for

the first timee  They considered a small deviation frOm the
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thermal equilibrium caused by the rolling down motion of the

Higgs fietd and evaluated the friction coefficient by means of

linear response theories [65r66]. However that formalism cannot

be straightforwardly applied to the early stage of the
thermalization process, since at that time, the Universe was

nearly at zero temperature due to the de Sitter expansion so that
the thermal friction vanishes out. Even if we take account of
the Hawking radiation which is intrj-nsic to the de Sitter space

157,67 t6}l, the Hawking temperature is fairly low compared to the

GUT mass scale so that its effect is negligible. Thus we should

consider the zero temperature situation
Recently Morikawa and Sasaki t32l have estj-mated the value

of the friction coefficient for the IO4 theory at zera
temperature. We explain their method here. Consider a simple

model of scalar field g with Lagrangian

(auo)2 - v(o) (4:8)

where the potential V(0) is supposed to be convex everywhere.

Although we discuss only the simplest case here, the extension to
other models, e.q. SU(5) GUT, is straightforward and will be

considered in the next subsecti-on. Furthermore we consider the

case in flat sp"c"time, since gravitational effect does not
gualitativery change the feature of dissipative processes. we

split the scalar field 0 as

１

一
２

〓Ｌ

0〒 Φ +CP
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where eP is a guantum fluctuation around

c-number part which walks about in

Performing a canonical Lransformation to

variable from 0 to I r we obtain transformed

the time dependent

the C-W potential.

change a dynamical

Hamiltonian [ 31 ],

H tt HΦ +Hl+事

`十

」? (4.10)

(4、。1la)

(4。 1lb)

where

HΦ

早1

１

一
２

１

一
２

〓

= 9(a2o +

(ErO)2 +

v(1)(o))

02 + V(Φ )

１

一
２

〓９
Ｈ π2 +

１

一
２

１

一
２

(0pP)2 +

′

v(2)(Φ )92

(4=1lc)

Here HO and H* are the c-number part and the guantumpart of the

Hamiltonian and JP is a .source term. We keep the linear term

(4.11b) in the fluctuation field, since O is chosen as the order

parameter rather than a classical solution. The term Ht + Jq

= FV cancels the tadpole contribution as shown in Fig.g. So we

can uniquely determine the source term F (or J).

Dissipative effectr ds we shall see, arises from the

explicit time. dependence of mass and coupling of guanta f due to

the time development of the Higgs field O. The order parameter O

is defined as an expectation value of 0,

+缶 v(3)(Φ )マ
3+缶 v(1)(Φ )94
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0 = <0>

We note that the bracket

effects but also effect" caused

Taking the expectation value of

(4.12)

> contains not only usual guantum

by explicit time dependence of 0.

the field eguation for g,

87φ  +v(1)(。 )二 〇

we obtain the eguation for the order parameter

(4。 13)

(4.15)

(4,14)

where the potential term has been expanded around 0. Here we

evaluate the second term <q2> in eq.(4.14r, since this term gives

a dominant contribution in the perturbative expansion. That is,
this is the lowest order term in the coupling constant which is
contained in the potentiaf V(O).

Let us split the Hamj-Itonian (4.10) into two parts;

H(t)■ HO 年 面(t)

。すV(1)(Φ )+:γ
13)(。 ).92〉 +缶 v(4)(Φ )が ,二 〇

where

lol二 ,(t)|:=t。 (4。 16)

The argument t denotes the explcit tj.me dependence due to the time

evolution of O. The former part Ho is the Hamiltonian which r^re

would obtain if the time development of O were frozen at t = to,
and the latter part II- j-s the rest of H. We can evaluate the
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effects of the explicit time dependence of H(t) by means of the

same method as the usual perturbative calculation in the

interaction picture, reqarding E(t) as the interaction
Hamiltonian,

where

(4。 17)

Ｘ
３

ｄ

ｒ

ｌ

プ

ｔｄ

　

ｏ

ｔ

　

ｔ

ｒ

ｌ

Ｊ

●■一ｐＸｅ H-(Q(r') )l

+Pに )|メ 21件』可壽Ⅲ
3‐ 7Tぽげにり`

―
l[it.ld3x:〔 v(2)(t,_0(2)(t・ )}x・ mく Tヾ (t)ぽ (t3)〉

0

<92{t) > = <ut(t,tol€(t)u(t,to ) ro

U(t′ tO)=T (4.18)

Here Q i" the field operator whose dynamics is determined by Ho

and brackets

In the lowest order with respect to Eri-.e. a linear response

approximationr w€ obtain

.921t;, = .q2tt) ro

…可[:♂ドガ(Ⅲ烙21ゅ。…Ⅲ2■漁り、)

) ) - v('l (p(ro) )JｔΦ
２

Ｖ
１

一
２

×

= .92tt)ro
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The second and third terms do not appear in the usual
perturbation theory and the second term is divergent. ff lre

adopt the idea of time-dependent mass renormalization and assume

the mass sguared of quanta Q "t time t is v(21 (O(t) ) rather than
, at

Vr4l (O(to)), the divergence of the first and second terms can be

completely absorbed by appropriate counter terms. The net effect

of these terms on the right-hand-side of eq. (4.1g) is the quantum

correction to the potential V(O). It is the last term on the

right-hand-side of eg. ( 4.1g) that gives dissipative effects.

We assume tha,t the order parameter. varies slow1y in

comparison with the characteristic time scale of the correlation

function. rf and only if the above assumption is satisfS.ed, the

Iowest order approximation with respect to the explicit time

dependence of the Hamiltonian is valid. Furthermore $/e

approximate a potential term in the last term of eg.(4.19) as

v(2)(Φ (t))―  V(2)(Φ (ti))～ V(3)(Φ (t))0(t)(t_t.)

and replace the lower limit of the time integral by -o, since the

quantum correlation vanishes sufficiently fast. Then the last

term of eq. ( 4.1g) is given by

く〆〉d=― v(3)(Φ (t))8(t)

x [.., Iut*1 
(t-t, )rm <r?& t)02(r, ) > 

o (4。 20)
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In,erting eqs.(4。 19) and (4.20)to ёq。 (4。 14)′  we obtain the

l     
‐equati。‐ 9「 m9t土 :l f91 1he ord,I p,ram:t'I 

Φ′
 |‐
    1     1

(4.21)

vrhere

ΦＶ〓
Φ

ヽ
′
〓

ｌ

ｆ

Ｃ

ｅ
Ｖ
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〓

●
ΦΦη＋

Φ
ヽ
ム
〓

ｌ

ｆ
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ヽ
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We do not evaluate the effective potential and the friction
coefficj-ent n. That will be performed in the next subsection in
the case of SU(5) CUr.

4-3 Evaluation of the Friction Term: SU(5) GUT

In this subsection by applying the method explained in the

previous subsection we shall derive the evolution eguation for 6i
which is the order parameter of the SU(5) eUf phase transition,
and evaluate the friction term which appears in the obtained

equation [33]. Let us consider the minimal SU(5) Lagrangian,
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L= ｒＴ
１

一
２

一 FuvFuv + I tiuk(10)y{,k(10) + iuk(s)y{,k(s} )
k=1

the linearly

canonically

( 4 .241

where 0 and H are 2 -dimensj-ona1 and S-dimensional Higgs fields,
rlr(10) and rl,t(5) are 10-dimensional and S-dimensional fermions, k

is a generation index and y j-s the covariant derivative. We

choose the unitary gauge for convenience of calculation, :in which

the adjoint Higgs fiel-d becomes diagonal. Since dissipative

effects arise due to the time dependence of mass of guantar ES

explained in the previous subsection, massless gauge bosons which

correspond to unbroken gauge symmetry do not contribute to the

friction term. Thus these degrees of freedom need not be

considered.

We split the diagonal part of the adjoint Higgs field into

c-number and fluctuating parts,

φi=く Oi〉 十tPi=91+?i i=1..。 4 ( 4.2s )

vuOVuO + vuutvuH - V(O,H) + Lyukawa

where v/avy line over the field indicates

combi-nation def ined in eg. ( 4.3 ) . The

Hamiltonian is given by

ｒＴ
１

一
２

＋

independent

transformed

H = Hgauge + HΦ  + Hl + H9 + HH,■ Hfermion + HYukawa ( 4.261
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▼(φ ′H).= V(0)十  V(φ ′H)+ V(H)   ′

|||||ずマ子+:(警 ):‐ 吉:わ
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‐           ′          :   |
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・  ,c,PC Pbk lC卜 ):

■ ||||11(313i・ 菫。′H))i:‐ |‐  |
‐  :                      

‐
           ‐          

‐

■ ||l l 111'21:(Э lil:|:vl【 :(Φ l,|'j

h "iiJntotQi0sQs. h "ifJrr(0tQrQrsoQr , (4-27d1

HH = nfin6 * vsHfvsH + v(o,H) + v(H) .lvji] ,.,H)QiQ3

( 4.27eI

Here the Higgs potential has been divided into three parts.

(4。 27c)

(4.28)

and

あ
',あ ITヂ |:ュ |ljl:‐ ′■Ⅲ111,′ ■′1‐ ■ ‐

|   ■ .    =    ‐
   i′ j=1.:.4  :  |‐  | ‐ |   |  (4。 29)

The lower indices i ...' after comma represent the derivatives

with respect to 6i ... , a is a group index and g is the SU(5)

gauge coupling constant.
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by

Bvolution

taking the

eguaLion for the

expectation value

order parameter 6i can be derived

of eguation of motion for 6i,

δ
2。
‐

i _
１

一
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一

１

一
２

１

一
２

tua)li(o) <efiaau> (μ
a)子

ijlΦ )くく

'jA::ゝ

]|〉

+くて1)(Φ :H)〉 +

where (μ a(Φ ))2 is a

3HΦ i 十

where V』
1と  is tie

the SU(5)GUT whose

VI呈
lk(Φ )く

。jくれに>+ く9itPj91> = 0 
′

(4.30)
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■
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mass sguared of

a=(0ri, j ) α=1′ 2

+ nij(Φ )Φj = 0

gauge boson,

(11m2二 Ω賀|)=号
21Φ

i二‐%|'

fn order to evaluate the expectation values of field operators in
eg.(4.30), we split the Hamiltonian fsr the SU(5) cUT in unitary
gauge (4.26 ) into two parts as already prescribed in eg. ( 4.151

and (4.16). Then l^le can calculate them which contain the effects
due to the explicit time dependence of the Hamiltonian tr(t) by

means of the perturbative expansion, regarding H(t) as the

interaction Hamiltonian. We obtain the evolution eguation for

the order parameter 6i in the lowest order with respect to H=,

′

i′ j=1。 ..4 (4。 31)

(4。 32)＋●■

だ
Φ Φ

０■

ヽ
ム
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ｌ
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ｒ
ヽ
ｅ

Ｖ

C-W potential for the adjoint Higgs field

explicit form expressed in eg.(4.1 ), and

■ n
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nij(Φ )is a

ni」 (Φ )

二 2mi′ .

nere ttl il a

friction matrix,
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mass squared of 5rdimenS■ Onal Higgs field′

百k Hk=v{':H) (4。 34)

and the second term in eg.(4.32) appears due to the expansion of

the Universe. The first term in eg.(4.33) is the contribution of

the massive gauge bosons, the second and third terms are that of

24-dimensional and S-dimensional Higgs, respectively. Since the

Higgs coupling constants are generally of the order of g! in

order for the consistency of the C-W potential l2}l, the dominant

contribution to the friction matrix (4.33) comes from the gauge

bosons and hre can neglect the second and third terms in

eq.(4.33).

In order to evaluate the correlation function in eq.(4-33),

we have to use the fuII propagator for the gauge boson t69l
(Fig.9),

mi
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ofi|rx-x') = ツ〕―δ
]b lT:iキt i17μν ―

|← 1許|ツ

vacuum polarization (F'ig.

k2_(

e― i卜 (X―X.)
k2 - ( ua 12+ie ′

(4。 35)

10). Integration over 1o

ピ
　
ー
劇

)2+iπa

where Πa is a

g■ ves

D:3(x一挙')=
l,,b ∫i:|:百  1 ツ )igiν  = X

=ω =i「
a

k。

e―
iω lt…t.
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e-i(o-ifa) l t-t' J
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Where ω = 1丈 l and

「
a 二1上 Im ia

2

width fa is

= *- lu")2
4n oJ

given by

(4:36)

(4。 37)

The width Ia is an imaginary part of the vacuum polarizaLion na

and the decay rate of heavy gauge boson to light fermion pairs.

On the oLher hand, the inverse decay is forbidden due to the

enormous temperature drop by the de Sitter expansion of the

Universe. This time-irreversibility is essential for dissipative
process 1331. As explained in the previous subsection, one of

the necessary conditions for the dissipation is the heavy
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particle production due to the explicit time dependence of its

mass. However Lhat is not enough to cause dissipative effects-
Decay of produced particles which is out of eguilibrium j-s also

necessary for appearance of the friction and generation of

entropy at zero temperature situation#! Since decay processes

are contained in the imaginary part of vacuum polarization II,

i.e. f, we must employ full propagators for evaluation of the

friction coefficients in order to include such processes

sufficiently. Furthermore we may neglect the finite part of the

real part of II.

Using the full propagator for the gauge boson (4.361, lre

finally obtain an expression for the friction matrix,

毛
")=罪

where the group index a ■s summed up。    、

F9r example lhe vOlue 6f nij at the sU(3)X SU(2)X U(1)minimlm′

Φ = σ X dttao(1′ 1:1′ -3/2′ -3/2)is given by               =

=101来

4。 4  1。 4

1。 4  4。 4

1。 4  1。 4

…0。 6  -0.6

■′]=1。 。。4

-0.6

-0.6

-0。 6

5。 0

x 10-4

(4。 38)

(4。 39)ηユj

1.4

1。 4

4.4

-0。 6

#; At finite temperature, scattering processes with guanta

which are produced by thermal effects can work for that purpose

in place of decay processes [31r69].
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and four eigenvalues Of the matrix is

(7.6′ 4.5′ 3.0:3。 0)x101 X l町 4′ where 181=Σ oこ =約 5/26.

■ere wё  have used the gatge cOtpling constant at GUT mass scalel

g2 ～ 0.3′  Lincさ  さach cOupling comes from the gauge bogon mass

terml ёr the decay rate Of the gauge bosone   we note that the

magnitude Of the components of lh9 fFiCtiOn matrix ηij dOёs not

change  very much and all the eigenv。 lues aFe positive at any

point of thё  f9,r dim9neiOna1 0i space.           1‐

4-4 Time Evolution of the Order Parameter and Thermalization of
the Universe

Since the form of the friction term which we have obtained
is different from that assumed by sato and Kodama t35lr dn

appropriate range of the friction coefficient which they have

found can not directly apply to our results. we numericarry

solve the differential eguations t33l

3Hbi + ni」 (Φ )Oi = 0 (4。 40)＋０■
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ｌ

ｆ
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81 1 4Hρ l 〒 nij(Φ ,818j
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Here nij(Φ )iS the fri9tiOn matri文  (4.38)which has been obtained

in previOus Subsection′  and the precise form of the c― W potential

Veff(Φ )is eXpressed in eq.(4.1).       |

We ad6pt the same initial COnditions as thё  ones which have

been used in the numerical co,putation in subsecti6n 4-1。    The

initttal magnitude Of the order parameter is taken to  be

101。  = 002H = 1。 5 X 109 1Geヤ。   In the  first couse of numerical

calculation′   we  take O = ψ 二 O and -0.29π  く :α  く 0.21T   as  the

initial angle ttn ●rder that the order parametさ 1 3i keeps ■ying on

the (X′ Y),plane ln which 01 = 32 = 03 主n the four olmensionali3i

spacee                          ‐        |  :

One of the results of numeri9al computation is sh6wn in

Figello The Obtained magnitude of the friction coefficient is tOo

small so that the order parameter Φi tr,velS arOund the minima of

the C― W potential many timeso  Thus the Order parameter oi

settles down to a different minimum for a very small dё viation of

initial angle α.   Furthermore if we lift the 9rdeF parometer Φ主

slightly off the (X′ Y)― plane′  ‐も.g. 轟ё take lё l ～
i=10~。 .。 r

l年J 
～
 10… 5 as initェ al ang19′  it gets Out Of the plane after

visiting  several minェ ma Of C―W potentia■  and finally  it

terminates at a physically unfavorable minimum which does not lie

on the (X′ Y)plane.

‐Duё  to the chaotic behaヤ ior of the time evolution of the

order parameter′  a coherent region′  which is formed by nucleation

Of bubbles or spinodal decomp6sition in the early stage of GUT

phase  trans■ tion′   is fragmented into many min■ ma by the

fluctuation of the order parameter assOciated with the initial

stateo   We conclude that the large scale inhomogeneities appear′
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whttch conflttct w■ th present obserVattton.

Here we discuss the therma■ izatiOn Of the Un■ verse during

thё time evoluttton oflthe order paraneter b arOund bottoms of the

c―w potentttalo  The gauge bosons′  whICh are pr00uced ly the

explicit  tttme depёndence of the HamiltOnian′  decay  into l light

ferm■ on pairso  lf reaction rates among the light particles (iee.

massless gauge bOson′  Higgs doublet and fermions)are larger than

the expans■on rate of the un■ verser these particles form a plasma

Of massless particles which is in (near) thermal equilibrium.

FurthermOre if interactions between heavy partiё les (i.ё ` massive
gauge boson′ ψ ′ H± 1/3) is sufficiently rapid′  these heavy
particles would come into the‐  thermal equilibriume   Thё  above

processes would put forward the lttberation of the vaCuum energy

originally in the form of the c― w pOtential energy into the

radiation energy and alsO generat9 entropy。      ‐

Let us define the effective temperature

e of the radiation energy density pr to the

the beginning of the GUT phase transition:

Teff by  he fraction

vacuum eneFgy vo at

Or

We have said this
temperature has a

C L≒ =:11: 1 193 1等
|:

Tと ff = 0・ 16 X 81/4 Mx

temperature as an tteffectivett one,

meaning only if the radiation is

(4。 44)

since the

in thermal
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li
|

equilibrium:   It should be noted that the effective temperature

increas,s t0 0016 Mx at most due to the smallness of the Hェ ggs

cOuplttng constantse   A typical value of the fractions c obtained

by our numerical computation is shown in Fig.1l at several

repreSentative p9■ nts a10'g the tra]ectory of Φ:   At thei first

stage f6士 とxaiple: 101 札 1010 GeV′  the fraction と ～ lo~19 attd thさ

effe9tiVe temperature Teff ～ 3 X 10~6 Mx.   when Φ first OetS to

the SU(4)x U(1)minimum′  c ～ 10T2 and iё ff ～ 5 X 10~2 Mi.  Aftと r

a few oscillations around the su(4)x U(1)轟 inimum′ 3 goё , to the

neighboring SU(3)X SU(2)X U(1)minimum in mogt むaseso  At that

tttme′  ε 
～
 10-1 まnd TLff ～ 0,3 ☆ 10-l MiO   In the last tw6 cagさも

in whiё h the order parameter is near a minimum of the C― W

pOtential′  thermal effects may not bё  negligibly s,all・   :

So far we have investigated the time evolution of the CuT

phase  transition in the su(5) new inflationary  Universe.

unfOrtunately it has been sh6wn that the value of the friction

term is too small so that the time developmё nt of the order

parameter bedOmes chaotic′   and this leads to large SCale

■nhomogene■ ties of the Un■ verse.  However ■t should be notёd that

the effective temperature of thelUniVerse ■n9F,as,S up t9 Teff ～

(5 X 10T2 _ 。。9 x 10~1' Mx in the fttnal stage 6f the inflationar,

phase transitiono   So finally we shall discus, possible lhermal

effects on thё  friction′  whiё h may lead to the successful

term■nation of the GUT phase trans■ tion ■n the new ■nflationary

Un■verse.

First let us consider the eouilibrium condition in the final

stage of the rolling― dOwn phase transitiono   We assume that the

(quaSi)thermal equilibrium is realized′   if a reaction rate γ is
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Iarger than the expansion rate of the Universe H(= 0.8 x 1010 GeV

for the SU(5) inflationary scenario). In the case of Iight
particles, i.e. massless gauge bosons, fermions, etc. r the

reaction rate is approximately given by

\g,g. \ oLLnLv \' 10a2f ( 4.Ast

on the dimensional ground. Here og,g, is a typical cross seetion

for their collisions with nL and v being their number density and

relative velocityr we take the coupling constant to be o = g2/+r

tu 1/41 . Hence if \g.g, > H, i.e. if T > 1.3 x 1012 GeV for light
particles, the system of light particles is in the thermal

eguilibrium. From eg. (4.441 vre find that the equilibrium
condition for light particles is e > eeq = 1.3 x 1O-7. The

numerj-cal computation shows that this condition has already been

met before the first arrival of the Higgs field at the
SU(4) x U(1) minima

Heavy particles, i.e. massive gauge bosons and S-dimensional

Higgs, are thermalized through the scattering on the Iight
particles by the exchange of massless gauge bosons. Thus the

equilibrium condition for the heavy particles seems to be the

same as that for the light particles.

These facts mean that it makes sense to consider possible

ef-f ects on the f riction due to exci.ted particles in ( near )

thermal equilibrium. We note that it is dif,ficult to thermalize

the -particle, which does not couple to the light particles and

thus this does not participate in this game.
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The friction coefficient at finite temperature n(0) \,ras

obtained by the present author and Hosoya t31 I for a scalar

particle:

η(Φ )～
２面

ｄ Φ
:∫幕 鷺か “氏

)

(4.46)

where

n。
 =

"Bo(n) 1

ω(p)=(書 2+m2(Φ ))1/2

Here B is inverse temperature, S = 1 /T and y is a reaction rate

of the scalar particle in the scattering to the light particles.

Eguation (4.461 implies that the thermal friction

coefficient is proportional to an inverse povter of a coupling

constant t31 ,691, since y is essentially scatterj-ng amplitude of

the scalar particle to the light particles. Therefore it follows

that the magnitude of the thermal friction is much larger than

that of the friction at T = O. Here we should note the mass

threshold effects on the thermal friction. Generally the

magnitude of the thermal friction rapidly varies with the

temperature near the mass of the particle which causes the

friction. When T ] F, its value is much larger than that of the

fr-iction at T = 0. However as the temperature goes down below

the mass threshold, it rapidly decreases and becomes negligible.

This temperature dependence of the friction seems very important

for the time evolution of the order parameter in the inflationary
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phase trans■ tio■ 。

Inl the minimal SU(5) inflatiOnary universe scenario′   the

massive gaugё  boson and 5-dimensttonal HiggO potentially cause the

thermal friction.   However since the reheating tempeFatuFe iS at

mOst one prder of magnitude smaller than Mx ′ cOntribut10ns fr6m

the massive gauge boson is negligibly small.  Thus we can

concentrate Our attention on the effects which come  from

5_dimensional Higgs H.

Taking account of rapid change of the thermal friction near

the maSS thresh。 ld′  we can suggest the poss■ bi■ ity which might

save the sU(5) new inflationary Universe sdenariO frOm the

difficulty:  When the order parameter 5 appFoiches tO the

SU(3)×  SU(2)X U(1) hinimum after a few Osci■ lations around the

SU(4)×  U(1)minimum′   the strength of the thermal friction force

rapidly‐ increases and O settles dOwn to the SU(3)x SU(2)x U(1)

minimum withOut traveling around the minima many timese  lt seems

that  the value of the 5-dimensional Higgsl maSs crucially

determ■ nes whether the above scenar■ O successfully works or note

The proposed solution for the difficulty of the SU(5) new

inflationary universe scё naFib iS Still tentative. I Further

quantitative  investigation ShOuld be carried out for  the

elaboration of this scenar■ o by means of the proposed so■ution.
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55. Summary and Discussion

Af ter reviewing the inf Iationary cosmology r^re have

investigated the reheating problem at the final stage of the new

inflationary Universe scenario.

We have derived the evolution eguation of the order
parameter 6 and evalua.ted the magnitude of the friction term

which appears in the obtained equation for 6. Numerical

calculation has shown that the value of the friction term is too

small so that the order parameter 6 travels around many minima of
the C-W potential as shown in Fig.11. This result means that the

Universd' would be fragmented into many SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1 ) and

SU(4) x U(1) symmetri-c worlds by the tiny f luctuation of the

order parameter associated with the initial state. It follows

that large scale inhomogeneities appear.

However thermal effects on the friction may be significant,
since it is also shown by numerical calculation that the

effective temperature of the Universe Teff grows up to' T"6g tu

(S x 1O-2 1O-1) Mx in the final stage of the rolling down phase

transition of the Universe. Therefore it may be possible that
when the order parameter 0 approaches to the physj.cal

SU(3) x sU(2) x U(l ) minlmum the strength of the friction force

significantly increases and 6 settles down to this minimum

without traveling around the minima many times

It seems that dominant contributions to the thermal friction
comes from the S-dimensional Higgs field which is probably easy

to be thermally excited. Therefore the value of its mass

crucially determines whether the thermal friction can make the
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order parameter terminate at the SU(3) x,SU(2) x U(1 )

without traveling around the minima many times or not,

minimum

Further

quantitative investigation is needed to obtain a definite
conclusion about the success or the failure of the SU(S) new

inflationary model, though the analysis of the intermediate
region from zero temperature to the finite temperature would be

complicated.

We have considered the specific model of the new

inflationary Universe scenario based on the minimal SU(5) C-W

potential. However our method can also be applied to the

reheating problems of oLher versions of the inftationary
Universe. Especially it is important to estimate the reheating

temperature TR in the Chaotic inflationary Universe scenario in
the context of N = r supergravity, si-nce TR shourd be

sufficiently low so that the gravitino problem is solved by

suppression of thermal gravitino productions Ieat.
One may wonder why we did not discuss anomalous behavior of

quantum fluctuations of scalar field ,02, in the de Sitter space

which succeedingly emerges after the initial Friedmann Universe

stage in the inflationary Universe scenario l54r68170l. Several

authors discussed its conseguences to inflationary Universe

scenario t711. Ho!,/ever their arguments do not seem to be

convincing from the similar reason as the one which we previously

mentioned in the case of the source of the density perturbation.

Thus l^te have not touched upon this subject in order to avoid the

possible confusion.

In this thesi.s we have discussed the effects of the friction
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only in cases which are concerned with Lhe thermalization of
Universe. However there is another procesSes in which the

frictj-on may play an i"mportant roler €.g. tunneling processes. ft
is shown that in ordinary case in flat space-time a tunneling

amplitude is reduced by the friction 1.721. Thus.we might have to
take account of this effects in the discussion of the bubble

formation at the early stage of the inflationary phase

transitj-on. Furthermore the effects of the friction (or particle

creation) seem to enhance a probability of a tunneling in
gravitational cases t731. Therefore these effect might become

significant in Quantum cosmology 1741.

As shown in this thesis, the inflationary cosmology is still
far from a completion. However its basj-c idea is very attractive
and seems to be approved as a probable scenario which solves the

fundamental problems of the standard cosmology. The research

efforts are now going on in order to elaborate the inflationary

Universe scenarios. In the author's opinion it is sure that the

methods which we have developed in this thesis wilt have an

i-mportant role for that purpose
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Fig.1

FLg.2

Some important

temperature of

of the Universe

Figure Captions

stages of evolution

the Universe i-s T

after the bang.

of the Universe. The

and t denotes the age

A schematic

which leads

description of
l

EO a Scronqly

the Higgs

first-order
effective potential

phase transition.

Fig.3 An illustration of bubble collisions at ttre final stage

of phase transition, The hatched regions represent

trapped false vacuum regions.

Fig.4 (a) Schematic description of the C-W potential Veff at
T

represents a tunnelling with the bubble formation.

Fig。 5  :The eVOlution of the hori'o●  (～H-1)ana the physical size

of perturbations on the scale of a galaxy (Ie) and on the

scale of the 'present observable Universe ( fff ) in the
'

inflationary Universe. The broken line shows the

evolution of ll-1 in the standard cosmology.

Fig.6 A contour map of the SU(S) C-W potential for the case of

- c = 1 on the tirv) plane. Four * and two Ef represent

SU(4) x U(1) and SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) minima

respectively. The angle o indicates deviation from the

SU(4) x U(1) direction.
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Fig.l Time evolutj.on of the order parameter is displayed for
three typical casesi (a) for the case C = 1, n = 0.01

and a = A.2n, (b) for the case C = 1, n = 0,001 and o =

0.2r, (c) forthecaseC='1 , n = 0,005ands=-0.1n.

Fig.8 Cancellation of the tad pole contribution by the source

term. '

Fig,9   skeltOn expans■ on for the full propagator Dllν .

Fig:lo  Feynman diagram for the vacuum p91aFiZ,tiOn Π
μv.

Fユg.1l  Typical case of time evolution.of the 9rder parametё F is

displayed on the (X′ Y)plane.  The values of the fraction     i

c is also shown for three stages, at lbl ～ 101° Cev′  at      i

the SU(4)X U(1)minimum and at the Su(3)X SU(2)X v(1)      
・

m■ n■ mum.                                        二
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